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Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, 
LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations: 
-appointment appt. 
bibliog.(s) 
coll. 
-bibliography (-graphic) 
-college 
dec. -deceased 
ed. -editor, edition 
l.(s), ln.(s) 
port. 
-Ubrary(ies), librarian(s) 
--portrait 
ret. -retired 
rev. -review( er) 
s (before page numbers) 
univ. 
-CRL News issues 
-.university 
A 
Abstracts, 82-86; 170-71; (May) 
235-38; (July) 324; (Sept.) 
291-97 
"The academic job crisis: a 
unique opportunity, or busi-
ness as usual?" Moffett, 191-
94; comments, 310-11; 312; 
(Sept.) 276-79; 479 
"Academic Is. in Iran," Deale, 
. 47-53 
Academic L. Buildings, A Guide 
to Architectural Issues and 
Solutions, Ellsworth, rev. of, 
(Sept.) 286-87 
"Academic status: who wants it?" 
Hyman and Schlachter, 472-78 
Access to L. Collections, Hyman, 
rev. of, 75-76 
Ackerman, Page, appt. & port., 
s209 
Acquisitions, s8; s28-29; s51; 
s71; s103; s129; s201-2; s225; 
s289 
Adams, Charles M., ret., s312 
"Affirmative action: equal oppor-
tunity for women in 1. manage-
ment," De Fichy, 195-201 
"Allocation of I. funds to different 
departments of a univ.-an op-
erational research approach," 
Goyal, 219-22; comment, 481 
AASL, "Preliminary Draft of 
Guidelines for NCA TE by 
AASL," s177-79 
ALA, Committee Membership 
Restrictions, policy, s91 
ALA, "Draft: equal employment 
opportunity policy," s261-63 
ALA, Federal Legislation regard-
ing coll. and research Is., pol-
icy statement, s50 
"ALA-Is It Time for an Alter-
native?" Dougherty, editorial, 
189-90; comments, 310; (Sept.) 
280-81; (Sept.) 282-83; 479-80 
ALA/ ACRL Representatives at 
academic ceremonies and meet-
ings, s177 
ALA/SSRT Task force on wom-
en offers job service, s288 
Anderson, John F., rev. (Urban 
Analysis for Branch L. System 
Planning), 230-31 
"Appendixes to model statement 
of criteria and procedures for 
appointment, promotion in aca-
demic rank, and tenure for coil. 
and univ. lns., s243-47; Model 
statement, s192-95 
Applebaum, Edmond L., Reader 
in Technical Services, rev. of, 
489-90 
"Applying 'management by objec-
tives' to the univ. 1.," Johnson, 
436-39 
Appointments, s17-19; s41-44; 
s64; s90; s115-17; s159; s179-
80; s209-10; s253-54; s277-79; 
s307-12; corrections, s90 
"An approach to developing com-
296 
puter catalogs," MacDonald 
and Elrod, 202-8; comments, 
(Sept.) 282 
ACRL, additional nominating 
committees, s286 
ACRL, additional nominees for 
offices for 1973/74, s63; s81 
ACRL, Agricultural and Biolog-
ical Sciences Section, s81; s239 
ACRL, annual meeting, Las Ve-
gas, June 24-30, 1973, sched-
ule, s125-27 • 
ACRL, "Annual Report of the 
President, 1972-73," Shank, 
s165-67 
ACRL, Board of Directors, mid-
winter meeting, Washington, 
D.C., Jan. 29-Feb. 1, 1973, 
brief of minutes, s142-58; reso-
lution on death of Dr. Arthur 
McAnally, s195 
ACRL, College Ls. Section, "Pro-
posed Bylaws," s92-93 
ACRL, Committee on Academic 
Status, "Model statement of cri-
teria and procedures for ap-
pointment, promotion in aca-
demic rank, and tenure for coli. 
and univ. Ins.," s192-95; "Ap-
pendixes," s243-47 
ACRL, Constitution and Bylaws, 
s83-87 
ACRL, "Draft statement on ac-
cess to original research materi-
als in Is., archives, and manu-
script repositories," s199-201; 
"Draft statement on the repro-
duction of manuscripts and ar-
chives for noncommercial pur-
poses," s199 
ACRL, Joint committee activities, 
s139 
ACRL, membership meeting, Las 
Vegas, June 25, 1973, brief of 
minutes, s221-23 
ACRL, midwinter meeting, Wash-
ington, D.C., Jan. 28-Feb. 4, 
1973, "highlights," s69-70; 
schedule, s1-2 
ACRL, nominating committees, 
s264 
ACRL, nominees for offices 
1974/75, s285-86 
ACRL, officers, 1973/74, s189-
91 
"ACRL president addresses ALA 
Council in Las Vegas," Shank, 
s265-66 
ACRL, Rare Books and Manu-
scripts Section, "Statement on 
appraisal of gifts," developed 
by the committee on manu-
scripts collections, s49; "State-
ment on legal title," developed 
by the committee· on manu-
scripts collections, s49-50 
ACRL, "Statement of the Ameri-
can L. Association's policy on 
federal legislation regarding 
coli. and research Is.," s50 
"ACRL and ALA support aca-
demic Ins.," resolutions and 
motions, s196-98 
Auld, Larry and Irene Voit, "Li-
brary group practice," 54-58; 
comment, 223 
Axford, H. William, "ACRL offi-
cers for 1973/74," port., 
s189-90; "Performance mea-
surement revisited," (Sept.) 
249-57; port. & appt., s179 
B 
Balay, Robert, letter to the ed., 
305-6 
Ball, Joyce, rev. (Government 
Reference Books, 70!71 and 
Subject Guide to Government 
Reference Books), 487 
Baumann, Charles H., The Influ-
ence of Angus Snead Macdon-
ald and the Snead Bookstack 
on L. Architecture, rev. of, 
166-67 
Beede, Benjamin R., letters to the 
ed., 69 (Sept.) 281, 479 
Berlin, Charles, Index to Fest-
schriften in Jewish Studies, rev. 
of, 316-18 
Bermingham, Grace J., ret., s254 
Bibliographic Control of Micro-
forms, Reichmann and Tharpe, 
rev. of, 321-22 
Bibliographic Control of Non-
print Media, Grove and Clem-
ent, eds., rev. of, 229-30 
Bibliography of Books and 
Pamphlets on the History of 
Agriculture in the United States 
... 1607-1967, Schlebecker, 
rev. of, 162-63 
The Big Foundations, Nielsen, 
rev. of, 231-33 
Biggs, Martha L., ret., s210 
Bixler, Paul, letter to the ed., 306 
Blake, Fay M., letter to the ed., 
159-60 
Book Reviews, 71-79; 161-68; 
(May) 226-33; (July) 315-22; 
(Sept.) 284-89; 486-92 
Boone. Morell D., "Camelot ... 
A Quest or a Kingdom? edi-
torial. 5-6 
Brunswick, Sheldon R., rev. (In-
dex to Festschriften in Jewish 
Studies), 316-18 
Bryant, Edward C. and Donald 
King, The Evaluation of Infor-
mation Services and Products, 
rev. of, 71-74 
Buckland, Michael K., appt. to 
CRL editorial board, s224 
Buckman, Thomas R., Yujihisa 
Suzuki, and Warren M. Tsunei-
shi, eds., University and Re-
search Ls. in Japan and the 
United States: Proceedings of 
the First Japan-United States 
Conference on Ls. and Infor-
mation Science in Higher Edu-
cation Tokyo May 15-19, 1969, 
rev. of. 161-62 
Buford, Albert H., letter to the 
ed., (Sept.) 282-83 
Bunge, Charles A., letter to the 
ed., 482 
Burns, Robert W., Jr., rev. 
(Evaluation of Information 
Services and Products), 71-74 
Byrd, Cecil K., rev. (The Uni-
versity-The L.), 491-92; rev. 
(University and Researcn Ls. 
in Japan and the United States), 
161-62 
c 
Cain, Stith M., dec., s91 
"Camelot ... A Quest or a King-
dom?" Boone, editorial, 5-6 
Canfield, Marie P., Gardner and 
Stevens, "Library pathfinders: a 
new possibility for cooperative 
reference service," 40-46 
Carpenter, Eric J., letter to the 
ed., 310-11; comment, 482 
"Change Anyone?" Stueart, edi-
torial, ( Sept. ) 233-34 
"The changing role of directors 
of univ. Is.," McAnally and 
Downs, 103-25; comments, 
306; 308-10; (Sept.) 281; 481 
Chase, William, {ev. (Access to 
L. Collections), 75-76 
Cheap Thrills: An Informal His-
tory of the Pulp Magazines, 
Goulart, rev. of, 167-68 
Christ, John M., Concepts and 
Subject Headings: Their Rela-
tion in Information Retrieval 
and L. Science, rev. of, 318-
19 
Chubak, Benjamin, ret •• s254 
"Clarement Colleges," new con-
tract agreement, s197 
Clarke, Jack A., "Popular culture 
in Is.,'' 215-18 comments, 480-
81; rev. (Cheap Thrills), 167-68 
Classified List of Periodicals for 
the Con. L., Farber, rev. of, 
226-27 
Clement, Evelyn G., and Grove, 
eds., Bibliographic Control of 
Nonprint Media, rev. of, 229-
30 
Clift, David H., dec., s307 
Clifton, Margaret Fisher, letter to 
the ed., (Sept.) 279 
"Committee appointed to revise 
coli. I. standards," s221 
"A comparison of six versions of 
science I. instruction," Kuo, 
(July) 287,.90 
"A comparison of two out-of-print 
book buying methods," Kim, 
(Sept.) 258-64 
"Computer-based systems, a new 
dimension to I. cooperation," 
Kilgour, 137-43 
Computerizing the Card Catalog 
in the Univ. L.; A Survey of 
User Requirements, Palmer, 
rev. of, 78-79 
Conant, Ralph W., and Kathleen 
Molz, eds., The Metropolitan 
L., rev. of, 486-87 
Concepts and Subject Headings: 
Their Relation in Information 
Retrieval and L. Science, 
Christ, rev. of, 318-19 
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Coney, Donald, dec., s159 
"Continuing Education," Hiatt, 
editorial, 101-2 
Copyright: Current Viewpoints on 
History, Laws, Legislation, 
Kent and Lancour, eds., rev. 
of, 230 
Coughlin, Robert E., Francoise 
Taieb and Benjamin H. Ste-
vens, Urban Analysis for 
Branch L. System Planning, rev. 
of, 230-31 
Cressaty, Margaret, ret., s254 
Crowe, Linda and Kronus, eds., 
rev. of, Libraries and Neigh-
borhood Information Centers, 
492 
Council on L. Resources fellow-
ships, 1973, s129-33 
Current Awareness and the Chem-
ist, Duncan, rev. of, 320-21 
Current National Bibliogs. of Lat-
m America: A State of the Art 
Study, Zimmerman, rev. of, 76-
77 
D 
Davidson, JohnS., ret., s279 
Davis, C. Roger, letter to the ed., 
. (Sept.) 276 
Deale, H. Vail, "Academic Is. in 
ltan," 47-53 
Deaths, s56; s91; s159; s180; 
s210 
De Fichy, Wendy, "Affirmative 
action: equal opportunity for 
women in I. management," 
195-201 
Dempsey, Mary K. , dec., s91 
De Priest, Raleigh, "That inor-
dinate passion for status," 150-
58; comments, 305-6 
Dillon, Martin, "The impact of 
automation on the content of 
Is. and information centers," 
418-25 
"Draft: ALA equal employment 
opportunity policy," s261-63 
Dougan, Robert Orne, recipient 
of second Citation of Honor 
presented by Rare Books and 
Manuscripts Section, port., 
s239 
Dougherty, Richard M., "ALA-
Is It Time for an Alternative?" 
editorial, 189-90; comments, 
310; (Sept. ) 280-81, 282-83; 
479-80; "The Employment 
Time Bomb," editorial (Sept. 
1972), comment, 69; "The 
evaluation of campus I. docu-
ment delivery service," 29-39 
Downs, Robert B. and McAnally, -
"The changing role of directors 
of univ. Is.," 103-25; com-
ments, 306, 308-9, 309-10; 
(Sept.) 281; 481 
Duncan, Elizabeth E., C.u"ent 
Awareness and the Chemist, 
. rev. of, 320-21 
Dunlap, Leslie W., Readings in L. 
History, rev. of, 77-78 
Dyson, Allan, "Editorship of CRL 
News changes," s25 
E 
Eastlick, John T., rev. (The Met-
ropolitan L .), 486-87 
Ebbing, Laurence R., letter to the 
ed., 308 
Economics of Approval Plans, 
Spyers-Duran and Gore, eds., 
rev. of., (Sept.) 284 
Edelman, Hendrik, letter to the 
ed., 310; rev. (Scholarly Re-
print Publishing en the United 
States), 163-64 
"Editors meet at IFLA," s287 
"Editorship of CRL News chan-
ges," s25 
Ellsworth, Dianne J., rev. (The 
Time-Lag in Cataloging), 490-
91 
Ellsworth, Ralph E., Academic L. 
Buildings A Guide to Archi-
tectural Issues and Solutions, 
rev. of, (Sept.) 286-87 
Elrod, J. McRee and MacDonald, 
"An approach to developing 
computer catalogs," 202-8; 
comments, (Sept. ) 282 
"The Employment Time Bomb," 
Dougherty, editorial (Sept. 
1972), comment, 69 
"The evaluation of campus I. doc-
ument delivery service," 
Dougherty, 29-39 
F 
" Faculty awareness and attitudes 
toward academic 1. reference 
services: a measure of commu-
nication," Nelson, (Sept.) 268-
75 
"Faculty status-a comprehensive 
bibliog.," Ruling, 440-62 
Farber, Evan Ira, Classified, List 
of Periodicals for the Coll. L., 
rev. of, 226-27 
Farley, Richard A., appt. & port., 
s41 
"Female I. science students and 
the occupational stereotype: 
fact or fiction?" Lee and Hall, 
( Sept. ) 265-67 
Flanagan, Cathleen, rev. (Bibli-
ographic Control of Nonprint 
Media), 229-30 
Flanagan, Leo N., "Professional-
ism dismissed?" 209-14; com-
ments, 312, 313, 314; (Sept.) 
279, 281-82 
Flener, Jane G., "Staff participa-
tion in management in large 
univ. Is.," (July) 275-79 
Ford, Bennett C .. letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 281-82 
Forstall, Philip L., letter to the 
ed., 312-14 
Forth, Stuart, appt., s209; rev. 
(The New Librarianship), 
(Sept.) 284-85 
Franklin, Colin, The Private 
Presses, rev. of, 162 
"From Inside the DLP ," Stokes, 
s3-6 
Fuller, Dorothy E., ret., s2.'54 
G 
Gardner, Jeffrey J,, Charles H. 
Stevens, and Marie P . Canfield. 
"Library pathfinders: a new 
possibility for cooperative ref-
erence service," 40-46 
Gellatly, Peter, letter to the ed., 
69 
Georgi, Charlotte, rev. (Planning 
the Special L.), 319-20 
Goon, Diane K., letter to the ed., 
306-7 
Gore, Daniel and Spyers-Duran. 
eds., Economics of Approval 
Plans, rev. of. (Sept.) 284 
Goulart, Ron, Cheap Thrills: An 
Informal H:istory of the Pulp 
Magazines, rev. of, 167-68 
Government Reference Books, 70 I 
71, Wynkoop, rev. of, 487 
Coval, S. K.. "Allocation of I. 
funds to different departments 
of a univ.-an operational re-
search approach," 219-22; 
comment, 481 
Gray, Gordon W., ret .. s210 
Grove, Pearce S., and Evelyn G. 
Clement, eds., Bibliographic 
Control of Nonprint Media, rev. 
of, 229-30 
A Guide to Microforms and Mi-
croform Retrieval Equipment, 
McKay, ed., WARNING, s102 
Guidelines for L. Automation, 
Markuson et al., rev. of, 71 
Guidelines for L. Cooperation, 
Patrick, rev. of, 164-65 
H 
Hall, Janet E., and Lee, "Female 
I. science students and the oc-
cupational stereotype: fact or 
fiction?" (Sept.) 265-67 
Haro, Robert P., letter to the ed., 
309; rev. (Libraries and Neigh-
borhood Information Centers), 
492 
Harris, K. G. E., letter to the ed., 
481 
Harris, Michael H., "Intuition, 
Research, and the Academic 
L.," editorial, (July) 269; 
comment, 483; rev. (A His-
tory of Book Publishing in the 
United States), 228; rev. 
(Hugh Gaine .. . ), 489 
Hart, James D., rev. (The Pri-
vate Presses), 162 
Hayes, Robert M., rev. (Guide-
lines for L. Automation), 71; 
rev. (Vocabulary Control for 
Information Retrieval), 165 
Hendricks, Donald D., rev. 
(Guidelines for L. Coopera-
tion), 164-65 
Herbison, Michael, "Editorship of 
CRL News changes," s25i "To 
the readers of CRL News,' s27 
Hiatt, Peter, "Continuing Educa-
tion," editorial, 101-2 
Hickey, Doralyn J., Problems in 
Organizing L. Collections, rev. 
of, 227-28 
"Highlights of ACRL's Midwinter 
Meetings," s69-70 
Hinojosa, Susana, "Editorship of 
CRL News changes," s25 
A History of Book Publishing in 
the United States; Volume I: 
The Creation of an Industry, 
1603-1865, Tebbel, rev. of, 
228 
Hogan, Alan D., letter to the ed. , 
307-8 
HoJley, Edward G., rev. (The 
Big Foundations), 231-33 
Hom, Roger, letter to the ed., 
482-84 
Houghton, Bernard, Out of the 
Dinosaurs-The Evolution of 
the National Lending L. for 
Science and Technology, rev. 
of, (Sept.) 285-86 
Huff, William H., rev. (Classified 
List of Periodicals for the Coll. 
L.), 226-27 
Ruling, Nancy, "Faculty status-
a comprehensive bibliog.," 440-
62 
Hugh Gaine; A Colonial Printer-
Editor's Odyssey to Loyalism, 
Lorenz, rev. of, 489 
Hyman, Richard Joseph, Access 
to L. Collections, rev. of, 75-
76 
Hyman, Ruth, and Gail Schlach-
ter, "Academic status: who 
wants it?" 472-78 
I 
" The Impact of automation on the 
content of Is. and information 
centers," Dillon, 418-25 
Index to Festschriften in Jewish 
Studies, Berlin, rev. of, 316-
18 
The Influence of Angus Snead 
Macdonald and the Snead 
Bookstack on L. Architecture, 
Baumann, rev. of, 166-67 
298 
The Influence of Lns. in Liberal 
Arts Colleges .in Selected De-
cision Making Areas, Whit-
beck, rev. of, (May) 233 
Information and L. Science Source 
Book; a Supplement to Doc-u-
mentation Source Book, 
Schutze, rev. of, 318; com-
ment, 481-82 
"In-house training of supervisory 
1. assistants in a large academic 
I.," Mitchell, 144-49 
"Intuition, Research and the Aca-
demic L. ," Harris, editorial, 
(July) 269 
lshimoto, Carol F., "The National 
program for acquisitions and 
cataloging: its impact on univ. 
Is.," 126-36 
"Ivy Is . to use OCLC," s\01-2 
J 
Jackson, Archer, ret., s210 
Jackson, W. Carl, appt., sll5 
Johnson, Edward R., "Applying 
'management by objectives' to 
the univ. I.," 436-39 
Josey, E. J,, What Black Lns. Are 
Saying, rev. of, 315-16; com-
ment, 484-85 
"Junior coli. Is. enter the seven-
ties," Reeves, 7-15; comment, 
308 
K 
Kaplan, Louis, "Participation: 
some basic considerations on 
the theme of academe," (Sept.) 
235-41 
Karshner, Elizabeth, ret., s254 
Kaser, David; "Whither Interli-
brary Loan?" (Sept. 1972), 
comment, 69; appt., sll5 
Katz, Elizabeth and West, eds., 
Revolting Lns., rev. of, 165-
66 
Kennedy, Eugene P., appt. & · 
port., s277 
Kent, Allen and Harold Lancour, 
eds., Copyright: Current View-
points on History, Laws, Legis-
lation, rev. of, 230 
Kernaghan, John A., et al., 
"Search versus experiment-the 
role of the research ln.," (July) 
280-86; comment, 482-84 
Kilgour, Frederick G., "Computer-
based systems, a new dimen-
sion to I. cooperation," 137-
43 
Kim, Ung Chon, "A comparison 
of two out-of-print book buy-
ing methods," (Sept.) 258-64 
King, Donald and Edward C. 
Bryant, The Evaluation of In-
formation Services and Prod-
ucts, rev. of, 71-74 
Knapp, Patricia, dec., s56 
Koster, Gayl E., letter to "the ed., 
(Sept.) 279 
Kronus, Carol L. and Linda 
Crowe, eds.. Libraries and 
N eighborhood Information Cen-
ters, rev. of, 492 
Kuo, Frank F., "A comparison of 
six versions of science I. in-
struction," (July) 287-90 
L 
Ladenson, Alex, letter to the ed., 
484-85 
La Hood, Charles G .. Jr .. "Micro-
film for the L. of Congress ," 
(July) 291-94 
Laird. W. David, rev. (Library 
Buildings). 228-29 
Lancaster. F. W., Vocabulary 
Control for Information Re-
trieval, rev. of, 165 
Lancour, Harold, and Kent, eds., 
Copyright: Current Viewpoints 
on History, Laws, Legislation, 
rev. of, 230 
Lederer, Norman, rev. (What 
Black Lns. Are Saying), 315-
16; comment, 484-85 
Lee, David L., and Janet E. Hall, 
"Female I. science students and 
the occupational stereotype: 
fact or fiction?" (Sept.) 265-
67 
Lemke, Antje B., rev. (Read-
ings in L. History), 77-78 
Lendway, Olga, recipient of the 
1973 Eunice Rockwell Oberly 
award, presented by the Agri-
culture and Biological Sciences 
section, port., s239 
Letters, 69-70; 159-60; 223-25; 
(July) 305-14; (Sept.) 276-
83; 479-85 
Lewis, Shirley, Weihs and Mac-
donald, Nonbook Materials, 
The Organization of Integrated 
Collect.ions, rev. of, 487-89 
Libraries and Neighborhood In-
formation Centers, Kronus and 
Crowe, eds., rev. of, 492 
L·ibrary Buildings: Innovation for 
Changing Needs, Trezza, rev. 
of, 228-29 
"Library group practice," Auld 
and Voit, 54-58; comment, 223 
"Library pathfinders: a new possi-
bility for cooperative reference 
service," Stevens, Canfield, 
Gardner, 40-46 
"Library peer evaluation for pro-
motion and merit increase: 
how it works," Yen-Ran Yeh, 
(July) 270-74; comment, 482-
84 
Line, Maurice B., letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 282 
Lipetz, Ben-Ami, letter to the cd .. 
224-25 
Lorenz, Alfred Lawrence, Hugh 
Gaine; a Colonial Printer-Ed-
itor's Odyssey to Loyalism, rev. 
of, 489 
Me 
McAnally, Arthur, rev. (The In-fluence of Lns.), (May) 233; 
dec., s56; ACRL Board of Di-
rectors pass resolution of sym-
pathy and appreciation, s195 
McAnally, Arthur and Robert B. 
Downs, "The Changing role of 
directors of univ. Is.," 103-25; 
comments. 306; 308-10; 
(Sept.) 281; 481 
Macdonald. Janet, Weihs and 
Lewis, Nonbook Materials, The 
Organization of Integrated Col-
lections, rev. of, 487-89 
MacDonald, Robin W. and J. Mc-
Ree Elrod, "An approach to 
developing computer catalogs," 
202-8; comments, (Sept.) 282 
"McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
helps St. Louis Is .. " s286 
McGrath, William E., letters to 
the ed .. 307, 309-10 
McKay, Mark, ed., A Guide to 
Microforms and Microform 
Retrieval Equipment. WARN-
JNG, s102 
M 
Markuson, Barbara Evans, et al, 
Guidelines for L. Automation, 
rev. of. 71 
Martin, Harold B., letter to the 
ed., 312 
Mason, Ellsworth, "A Short Hap-
PY View of Our Emulation of 
Faculty," editorial, (Nov. 
1.972 ). comments, 69-70; 159; 
159-60; (May) 225; (July) 
307-8; (Sept.) 279-80, 482-
84; letter.to the ed., 224 
Mayeski, John K., rev. (The In-fluence of Angus Snead Mac-
donald), 166-67 
The Metropolitan L., Conant and 
Molz, eds., rev. of, 486-87 
"Microfilm for the L. of Con-
gress," La Hood, (July) 291-
94 
"Microform developments related· 
to acquisitions," Sullivan, 16-
28; comments, 223, 224-25; 
306-7 
Miller, Laurence, "The Role of 
circulation services in the major 
univ, 1.," 463-71 
Mitchell, Betty J,, "In-house train-
ing of supervisory I. assistants 
in a large academic 1.," 144-
49 
"Model statement of criteria and 
procedures for appointment, 
promotion in academic rank, 
and tenure for coli. and univ. 
Ins.," s192-95; Appendixes, 
s243-47 
Moffett, W. A., "The academic 
job crisis: a unique opportuni-
ty, or business as usual?" 191-
94; comments, 310-12; (Sept.) 
276-79; 479 
Molz, Kathleen and Conant, eds . 
The Metropolitan L., rev. of, 
486-87 
Morton, Donald J ., letter to the 
ed., (Sept.) 277-78 
Mount, Ellis, ed., Planning the 
Special L., rev. of, 319-20 
Mueller, Esther Eytcheson, ret., 
s254 
Mulligan, Georgia, rev. (Revolt-
ing Lns.) , 165-66 
N 
Nairn, Charles E., letter to the 
ed., 308-9 
Namenwirth, S. Micha, rev. 
(BibUog. Control of Micro-
forms), 321-22 
"The national program for acqui-
sitions and cataloging: its im-
pact on univ. ls.," Ishimoto, 
126-36 
Necrology, see Deaths 
Nelson, Jerold, "Faculty aware-
ness and attitudes toward aca-
demic I. reference services: a 
measure of communication," 
(Sept.) 268-75 
Nelson, Milo G., letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 278-79 
Nemeyer, Carol A., Scholarly Re-
print Publishing in the United 
States, rev. of, 163-64 
Neufeld, John, letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 276-77 
The New Librarianshiv; A Chal-
lenge for Change, Wasserman, 
rev. of. (Sept.) 284-85 
"News From the Field," s8-16; 
s28-39: s51-62; s71-81; s103-
14; s129-38; s169-75; s201-8; 
s225-39; s267-75; s289-93 
"News From the Sections," s81; 
s209; s239 
Newsome, Louane L., ret., s159 
Nicholson. Natalie, appt., s159 
Nielsen, Waldemar A., The Big 
Foundations, rev. of. 231-33 
Nonbook Materials, The Organi-
zation of Integrated Collec-
tions, Weihs, Lewis and Mac-
donald, rev. of, 487-89 
Norman, Leverett Morton, dec., 
s180 
Novak, Gloria J,, rev. (Academ-
ic L. Buildings), ( Sept.) 286-
87 
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0 
Oboler, Eli M., letter to the ed., 
69-70; comment, 224 
Oehlerts, Donald E., appt., s41 
Ohio Coli. L. Center ( OCLC ) , 
s101-2 
O'Keefe, Robert D., et al, "Search 
versus experiment-the role of 
the research ln.," (July) 280-
86; comment, 482-84 
Olson, Eva, ret., s254 
"Organizational patterns of scien-
tific and technical Is.: an exam-
ination of three issues," Wald-
hart and Zweifel, 426-35 
Other Books of Interest to Aca-
demic Lns., 79-81; 168-69; 
(May) 234; (July) 322-23; 
( Selt. ) 289-90 
Out o the Dinosaurs-the Evolu-
tion of the National Lending L. 
for Science and Technology, 
Houghton, rev. of, (Sept.) 
285-86 
p 
Painter, Ann F., rev. (Concepts 
and Subject Headings), 318-19 
Palmer, Millicent, dec., s180 
Palmer, Richard P., Computeriz-
ing the Card Catalog in the 
Univ. L.: A Survey of User Re-
quirements, rev. of, 78-79 
Panofsky, Hans E., letter to the 
ed., 223 · 
Parker, Richard J. M., letter to 
the ed., 479-80 
"Participants in ACRL's pro-
gram," port;, s224 
"Participation: some basic con-
siderations on the theme of 
academe," Kaplan, (Sept.) 
235-41 
Patrick. Ruth J., Guidelines for 
L. Cooperation, rev. of, 164-
65 
People, s17-19; s41-44; s64; s90-
91; s115-17; s159; s179-80; 
s209-10; s253-54; ·s277-79; 
s307-12 
"Performance measurement revis-
ited," Axford, (Sept. ) 249-57 
Personnel, see People 
Peterson, Kenneth G., letter to the 
ed., 308 
Pickron, John E., letter to the ed., 
310 
Pierce, Norman A., ret., s180 
Pimsleur, Meira G., ret., s254 
Planning the Special L., Mount, 
ed., rev. of, 319-20 
Pope, S. Elspeth, The Time-Lag 
in Cataloging, rev. of, 490-91 
"Popular culture in Is.," Clarke, 
215-18; comments, 480-81 
Pownall, David E., appt., s253 
The Private Presses, Franklin 
rev. of, 162 
Problems in Organizing L. Col-
lections, Hickey, rev. of, 227-
28 
"Professionalism dismissed?" Flan-
agan, 209-14: comments, 312-
14; (Sept.) 281-82 
"Proposed Bylaws of the Coli. Ls. 
Section of ACRL," s92-93 
Przebienda, Edward, ed., United 
States Government Publications 
Monthly Catalog. Decennial 
and Quinquennial Cumulative 
Personal Author Index, 1941-
1950; 1951-1960; 1961-196~ 
and 1966-1970, rev. of, (Sept.) 
287-89 
Publications, sll-15; s38-39; s62; 
s78-81: s114: s136-38; s172-
75; s207-8; s237-39; s274-75; 
s292-93 
Q 
R 
Rath, Gustave, et al, "Search _ver-
sus experiment-the role of the 
research ln.," (July) 280-86; 
comment, 482-84 
Reader in Technical Services, Ap-
plebaum, rev. of, 489-90 
. Readings in L. History, Dunlap, 
rev. of, 77-78 
Reeves, Pamela, "Junior coli. Is. 
enter the seventies," 7 -15; com-
ment, 308 
"Reference books of 1971-72," 
Sheehy, 59-68 
"Reference Books of 1972-73," 
Sheehy, (July) 295-304 
Reichmann, Felix and Josephine 
M. Tharpe, Bibliographic Con-
trol of Microforms, rev. of, 
321-22 
Retirements, s90; s159; s180; 
s210; s254; s279; s312 
Revolting Lns., West and Katz, 
eds., rev. of, 165-66 
Reynolds, Catharine J., rev. (Bib-
liography of Books and Pamph-
lets on the History of Agricul-
ture in the United States ... 
1607-1967), 162-63; rev. 
(United States Government 
Publications Monthly Catalog), 
(Sept.) 287-89 
Roff, Kenneth, · letter to the ed., 
480-81 
Roff, Sandra, letter to the ed., 
480-81 
"The Role of circulation services 
in the major univ. I.," Miller, 
463-71 
Rouse, Roscoe, rev. (Economics 
of Approval Plans), (Sept. ) 
284 
Rouse, Sandra H., and William 
B. Rouse, "Use of a ln./con-
sultant team to study I. opera-
tions," (Sept.) 242-48 
Rouse, William B. and Sandra H. 
Rouse, "Use of a ln./consult-
ant to study I. operations," 
(Sept.) 242-48 
Rubenstein, Albert H ., David J. 
Werner, Gustave Rath, John 
A. Kernaghan, Robert D. 
O'Keefe, "Search versus ex-
periment-the role of the re-
search ln.," (July) 280-86; 
comment, 482-84 
s 
Sacks, Patricia Anne, appt., s277 
Samuels, Alan R., letter to the 
ed., (Sept.) 279-80 
Schell, Hal B., appt., s179 
Schiller, Anita R., rev. (Woman 
and the Equal Rights Amend-
ment), 74-75; comment, 308 
Schlachter, Gail and Hyman, 
"Academic status: who wants 
it?" 472-78 
Schlebecker, John T., Bibliogra-
phy of Books and Pamphlets 
on the History of Agriculture 
in the United States . .. 1607-
1967, rev. of, 162-63 
Scholarly Reprint Publishing in 
the United States, Nemeyer, 
rev. of, 163-64 
School Media Quarterly, new fea-
ture: "School media disserta-
tions in progress," s267 
Schutze, Gertrude, Information 
and L. Science Source Book; 
a Supplement to Documenta-
tion Source Book, rev. of, 318; 
letter to the ed., 481-82 
"Search versus experiment-the 
role of the research ln .," Ru-
benstein, Werner, Rath, Ker-
naghan and O'Keefe, (July) 
280-86; comment, 482-84 
Sellers, David Y., letter to the ed., 
312 
Shank, Russell, "Annual Report 
of the President, 1972-73," 
s165-67; "ACRL President ad-
dresses ALA Council in Las 
Vegas," s265-66; rev. (Copy-
right), 230 
Sheehy, Eugene P., "Selected Ref-
erence Books of 1971-72," 59-
68; "Selected Reference Books 
of 1972-73," (July) 295-304 
"A Short Happy View of Our 
Emulation of Faculty," Mason, 
editorial (Nov. 1972); com-
ments, 69-70; 159; 159-60; 
(May) 225; (July) 307 -8; 
(Sept.) 279-80; 484 
Simon, Dorothy B., letter to the 
ed., 485 
Slavic and East European Section, 
s209 
Smith, Dorothy L., dec., s210 
Smith, Roberta, ret., s90 
Sparkman, Mickey M., letter to 
the ed., 225 
Spyers-Duran, Peter and Daniel 
Gore, eds., Economics of Ap-
proval Plans, rev. of, (Sept.) 
284 
"Staff participation in manage-
ment in large univ. Is.," Flener, 
(July) 275-79 
"Statement of the American Li-
brary Association's policy on 
federal legislation regarding 
coli. and research Is.," s50 
"Statement on Appraisal of Gifts," 
( developed by the committee 
on manuscripts collection of 
the Rare Books and Manu-
scripts Section), s49 
"Statement on Legal Title," (de-
veloped by the committee on 
manuscripts collections of the 
Rare Books and Manuscripts 
Section), s49-50 
Stevens, Benjamin H., Coughlin 
and Taieb, Urban Analysis for 
Branch L. System Planning, 
rev. of, 230-31 
Stevens, Charles H., Marie P. 
Canfield, Jeffrey J. Gardner, 
"Library pathfinders: a new 
possibility for cooperative ref-
erence service," 40-46 
Stevens, Rolland E., letter to the 
ed., 159 
Stierwalt, Ralph E., rev. (Com-
puterizing the Card Catalog in 
the Univ. L.), 78-79 
Stimpson, Catherine, ed., Women 
and the Equal Rights Amend-
ment, rev. of, 74-75; comment, 
308 
Stokes, Katharine M., "From In-
side the DLP," s3-6 
Strauss, Lucille J., ret., s210 
Strohl, L. S., letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 280-81 
Stubkjaer, Myrtle, ret., s279 
Stueart. Robert D ., "Change Any-
one?" editorial, (Sept.) 233-
34; appt. to CRL editorial 
board, s224; rev. (Reader in 
Technical Services), 489-90 
Subject Guide to Government 
Reference Books, Wynkoop, 
rev. of, 487 
Sullivan, Robert C., "Microform 
developments related to acqui-
sitions," 16-28; comments, 223, 
224-25; 306-7 
Suzuki, Yukihisa, Tsuneishi and 
Buckman, eds., University and 
Research Ls. in Japan and the 
United States. rev. of, 161-62 
304 
T 
Taieb, Fran~toise, Coughlin and 
Stevens, Urban Analysis for 
Branch L. System Planning, 
rev. of, 230-31 
Talbot, Kent D., letter to the ed., 
223 
Tanis, Norman, "ACRL Officers 
for 1973/74," port., s189; 
"Controversy over Personnel 
Policy," (California State Univ . 
and Colleges Ins. vs. Chancel-
lor's office of the system), s167 
"Task Force on the Status of 
Women in Librarianship," s50 
Tebbe!, John, A History of Book 
Publishing in the United States: 
Volume I: The Creation of an 
Industry, 1603-1865, rev. of, 
228 
"Tell it to The Times, s287 -88 
Terwilliger, Gloria, rev. (Infor-
mation and L. Science Source 
Book), 318; comment, 481-82 
rev. (Nonbook M.aterials), 487-
89; rev. (Problems in Organiz-
ing L. Collections), 227-28 
Tharpe, Josephine M. and Felix 
Reichmann, Bibliographic Con-
trol of Microforms, rev. of, 
321-22 
"That inordinate passion for sta-
tus," De Priest, 150-58; com-
ments, 305-6 
The Time-Lag in Cataloging, 
Pope, rev. of, 490-91 
Title II-A Grant Funds, s27 -28 
"To the Readers of CRL News," 
Herbison, s27 
Treworgy, Mildred L., ret., s90 
Trezza, Alphonse F., ed., Library 
Buildings: Innovation for 
Changing Needs, rev. of, 228 
29 
Truelson, Judith, rev. (Planning 
the Special L.), 319-20 
Tsuneishi, Warren M., Buckman 
and Suzuki, eds., University 
and Research Ls. in Japan and 
the United States, rev. of, 161-
62 
u 
United States Government Pub-
lications Monthly Catalog ... , 
Przebienda, rev. of, (Sept.) 
287-89 
University and Research Ls. in 
Japan and the United States: 
Proceedings of the First Japan-
United States Conference on 
Ls. and Information Science in 
Higher Education Tokyo May 
15-19, 1969, Buckman, Su-
zuki, Tsuneishi, eds., rev. of, 
161-62 
The University-The Library. Pa-
pers presented by Samuel 
Rothstein, Richard Blackwell, 
Archibald MacLeish at York 
University. Toronto, on the Oc-
casion of the Dedication of the 
Scott Library, 30 October 
1971,rev.of,491-92 
"Use of a ln. I consultant team to 
study I. operations-;" Rouse and 
Rouse, (Sept.) 242-48 
v 
Van Note, Roy Nelson, letter to 
the ed., 306 
Van Zanten, Frank, letter to the 
ed., 69 
Veit, Fritz, ret., s312 
Vocabulary Control for Informa-
tion Retrieval, Lancaster, rev. 
of, 165 
Voit, Irene and Auld, "Library 
group practice," 54-58; com-
ment, 223 
w 
Waldhart, Thomas J. and LeRoy 
G. Zweifel, "Organizational pat-
terns of scientific and technical 
ls.: an examination of three is-
sues, 426-35 
Walker, Katherine, ret., s312 
Warner, Edward S., letter to the 
ed., 481 
Wasserman, Paul, The New Li-
brarianship; A Challenge for 
Change, rev. of, (Sept.) 284-
85 
Watson, Peter G., rev. (Current 
Awareness and the Chemist), 
320-21; rev. (Out of the Dino-
saurs), (Sept.) 285-86 
Watt, Georgene, dec., s91 
Weihs, Jean Riddle, Shirley Lewis 
and Janet Macdonald, Non-
book Materials, The Organiza-
tion of Integrated Collections, 
rev. of, 487-89 
Werner, David J., et al, "Search 
versus experiment-the role of 
the research ln.," (July) 280-
86; comment, 482-84 
Wesley, Phillip, letter to the ed., 
311-12 
West, Celeste and Elizabeth Katz, 
eds., Revolting Lns., rev. of, 
165-66 
West, Stanley 1., rev. (Current 
National Bibliogs. of Latin 
America), 76-77 
What Black Lns. are Saying, Jo-
sey, rev. of, 315-16; comment, 
484-85 
Whitbeck, George W., The In-fluence of Lns. in Liberal Arts 
Colleges in Selected Decision 
Making Areas, rev. of, (May) 
233 
"Whither interlibrary loan?" Kas-
er, (Sept. 1972), comment, 69 
Whitten, Benjamin, ret., sll7 
Wilkinson, J. P., letter to the ed., 
225 
Woman and the Equal Rights 
Amendment: Senate Subcom-
mittee Hearings on the C onsti-
305 
tutionaZ Amendment, 91st Con-
gress, ed. by Catherine Stimp-
son, rev. of, 74-75; comment, 
308 
Wynkoop, Sally, Governntent 
Reference Books, 70/71, rev. 
of, 487; Subject Guide to Gov-
ernment Reference Books, rev. 
of, 487 
X-Y-Z 
Yen-Ran Yeh, Thomas, "Library 
peer evaluation for promotion 
and merit increase: how it 
works," (July) 270-74; com-
ment, 482-84 
Zimmerman, Irene, Current Na-
tional Bibliogs. of Latin Amer-
ica: A State of the Art Study, 
rev. of, 76-77 
Zuwiyya, Jalal, letter to the ed., 
(Sept.) 276 
Zweifel, LeRoy G., and Thomas 
J. Waldhart, "Organizational 
patterns of scientific and tech-
nical ls.: an examination of 
three issues, 426-35 
GAYLORD 
Type this small Looks this 
when seen through Master 
Cataloging, research or the ordinary read 
requirements of day-to-day work around 
I i brary often call for prolonged study of small pri n 
fine details-conditions ' that can cause strain in even 
sharpest eyes. Ednalite Masterlens with its powe 
magnifier and bright glare-free I ight source takes the 
strain out of close work- increases accuracy 
efficiency. And if Masterlens is a help to th 
with ordinary good vision, think what a I 
saver it is to library employees and pat 
who have visual handic 
Masterlens. Just plug it in. Complete, 
contained ... usefu I and effecti 
The best way to look at thi 
Lightweight portable m 
Magnifies type to double si 
Same superb optical qualities as 
model. With its own ca 
case. $1 
Masterlens RL, on its own base, with 
articulated arm that allows a close, clear, c 
fortable look at any part of the page with 
shifting the book. Enlarges to twice si 
Regularly $207. Now, for a limited time$ 
GAYLORD BROS .. INC. LIBRARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT • SYRACUSE. NY 13201 • STOCKTON. CA 95204 
I wish to order the source materials Women's Rights (79 titles) on 4x6 microfiche 0 positive 0 negative 
at $550.00 
Please send me a list of titles for Women's Rights 
I wish to order the following titles on microfiche 0 positive 0 negative 
Please send me your current catalog. 0 Please put me on your mailing list. 
CRLn 
NOW! FROM BAKER & TAYLOR- LIBRARY OF CONGRES 
MARC TAPE CATALOGING AND PROCESSING 
At Baker & Taylor all titles on MARC tape as 
supplied by the Library of Congress are now 
available cataloged and processed- and there 
is no extra charge if LC numbers are not in-
cluded on your order . 
Catalog cards using Library of Congress classi -
fication and subject headings and Unabridged 
Dewey classification with Library of Congress 
subject headings (LC/LC and Dewey/LC) pro-
vide descriptive cataloging, subject analysis 
and classification exactly as on MARC tape. 
Processing materials are computer produced 
and supplied with your books . 
Cataloging and processing from MARC tape 
offers you a wide variety of call number for-
mats at no extra cost. Here are a few examples 
of Baker & Taylor's low cost LC/LC and 
Dewey /LC processing options: 
Fully cataloged and processed book 
without Mylar jacket . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
* Unattached processing kit . . . . . . . . 35 
* Catalog cards only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
• (Available with book orders only) 
Additionally, at your option, titles not accessi 
ble from MARC tape are often available fro 
Baker & Taylor's computer file of Dewey /L 
and Abridged Dewey /Sears cataloging, pre 
pared by our own professional library staff. 
Each order for processed books must be ac 
companied by a specification sheet. Reques 
the specification sheet for the type of cata 
loging you prefer. Write to your nearest Bake 
& Taylor Library Service Center. 
The Baker & Taylor eo. 
EASTERN DIVISION 
SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08876 
50 Kirby Avenue, Tel : 201-722-8000 
N.Y. City Tel : 212-227-8470 
SOUTHEAST DIVISION 
COMMERCE, GEORGIA 30529 
Tel : 404-335-5000 
MIDWEST DIVISION 
MOMENCE, ILLINOIS 60954 
Gladiola Avenue 
Tel : 815-472-2444 
Chicago Tel : 312-641-3233 
SOUTHWEST DIVISION 
CLARKSVILL~. TEXAS 75426 
Industrial Park 
Tel : 214-427-3811 
New Books Inspection Center 5820 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal ifornia 90036, Tel : 213-938-2925 
WESTERN DIVISION 
RENO, NEVADA 8950 
380 Edison Way 
Tel : 702-786-6700 
ruhen 
}'VU 
bVUf5ht 
that 
mi.:rvfvrm 
reader 
did 
}'VU 
? 
.:vn~ider 
THE MANUFACTURER'S CLAIMS: 
The [reader] has no complicated con-
trols or touchy adjustments; maximum 
ease of operation is built into the reader. 
Just insert the fiche in the precision hold-. 
ing and transporting mechanism, flip 
the switch, adjust focus, and scan. 
Quoted from the manufacturer's liter-
ature. 
• 
.:vn~ult 
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS: 
The design of the reader does not pro-
vide for a page indicator grid. The platen 
moves awkwardly and binds, especially 
when moving from side to side. 
The user must reach to the left side of 
the reader and move a short arm back 
and forth to focus the image. 
None of the controls are labeled. The 
user must experiment with the various 
levers and handles to learn how to use 
the reader. 
The bracket holding the platen handle 
allows the film to catch between the 
bracket and glass, which can tear the 
film if the user is not careful. 
From an evaluation of the same ma-
chine in the July, 1972 LIBRARY TECH-
NOLOGY REPORTS. 
librarr 
te.:hnvlv~r 
repvrt~ 
A Product Testing and Evaluation Service 
~ American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Play up your periodical 
... dress up your library 
TURNING TOWER Turns at a touch 
for convenient browsing. 56 shelves. 
Uses only 4 sq. ft. of floor space. 
WORKING WALL Puts idle wall space 
to practical use. Neat, attractive. Easy to 
install. In 32, 48 and 64 shelf models. 
INVITING ISLAND Double sided. 96 shelves. 
Takes only 8 sq. ft. of floor space. Practical. 
Harmonizes with other contemporary furniture. 
Present your periodicals where they can be seen, appreciated, read and enjoyed ... 
in these smart, efficient new Gaylord units ... made especially to display periodicals ... 
designed especially for library use. All have metal shelves and are finished in rich 
walnut grain vinyl. Contemporary design' ... sturdy construction. And economical, too. 
For further details about these and other forthcoming new displayers, designed for 
libraries by library specialists, please write today. 
GAYLORD 
GAYLORD BROS .. INC. LIBRARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT • SYRACUSE. NY 13201 • 8-TOCKTON. CA 95204 
"The publication of this superb new edition of the CODEX 
ATLANTICUS is an historical event of great importance. At 
long last this primary document is being made generally avail-
able to scholars and artists in a form worthy of its great 
author." 
I. BERNARD COHEN, 
Professor of the History of Science, Harvard University 
C/E GIUNTI-BARBERA 
(A Member of 
the Giunti Publishing Group) 
Via V. Gioberti 34 
Firenze, Italia 
JOHNSON REPRINT CORP. 
(A Subsidiary of 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers) 
111 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
are proud to announce that 
Volume I of the facsimile edition of 
LEONARDO DA VINCI'S 
CODEX ATLANTICUS 
as restored by the Grottaferrata Monks 
is now published 
and available tor immediate delivery 
Limited edition of 998 numbered sets for the entire world 
A set consists of tw.elve volumes of 360 pages each, with 178 
true-color plates per volume; hence, a total of 4,320 pages with 
2,136 true-color plates. The plates have been interleaved with 
blank pages for protection,· exactly as in the restored CODEX. Size 
(as the original) ·61 x 44.5 em., or 12 x 24". Handbound in full 
leather. 
Price 
$6,900.00 the set (payable at $575.00 per volume as published) 
until December 31, 1973, subject only to changes in worldwide 
currencies. Thereafter the price will be increased. The Publishers 
will protec;t subscriptions accepted at $6,900.00 per set against 
any future price increase. 
Publication Schedule 
Volume 1: October 1973 
Volume II : January 1974 
Subsequent volumes will be published at regular intervals, with 
the last two volumes appearing early in 1977. 
Please write for a descriptive brochure. 
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ARE THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR 
PERIODICALS COLLECTION 
MAKING IT DIFFICULT TO KEEP A 
PERIODICALS COLLECTION? 
Since periodicals are almost always printed on paper, and paper is almost 
always vulnerable, we've developed probably the only sure method of 
safeguarding them. 
We've dispensed with the paper. 
By ordering your periodicals on microfilm from us, you get 
everything on the printed page but the page. This not only discourages people 
from taking part of your periodicals home; it makes it virtually impossible 
for them to do it. 
A page the size of the one on the left reduces to less than a 
square inch on microfilm. Anyone ingenious enough to tear out an article 
from a page that size would probably be smart enough not to try. 
This isn't to say that an entire roll of microfilm couldn't turn up 
"missing:' (It's unlikely, since the film is useless without a reader.) But if it 
ever should, you could replace it for far less than it would cost to replace 
the original periodicals-which are sometimes irreplaceable at any price. 
So if you're starting a periodicals collection, or expanding the one you 
have, you might consider microfilm. 
Not just because of the space you save. 
Because of the periodicals you save. 
For more information, write: Xerox University Microfilms, Dept. P3, 
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103. 
Xerox University Microfilms 
XEROX 
XEROX" is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION 
How 
much can 
a subscription 
agency 
save your 
library 
In the long run, depending on the size of 
your library, you can end up with worthwhile 
savings. Just consider how long it takes to 
order one subscription, how much it costs 
to process one invoice for payment and send 
one check. Estimates run from $10.00 to 
$18.00 for each order. Multiply by the number 
of subscriptions your library orders, and see 
how much you'll save by sending one order 
and one check for all your periodicals to 
F. W. Faxon Co. 
Send for our free descriptive brochure and 
annual Librarians' Guide listing more than 
50,000 domestic and foreign periodicals. 
Library business is our only business-
since 1886. 
LC f:#nl Nuonlx:r Index to til< 
N.o io•l>l llnio1o Cat>lug 
SIARCII 
1111 n.u.c. 
1973 Monlhly and Qooartetly , .. ,... 
Jonuary ·Cu.molatioo 
O.u Op<nrions, Inc. 
IRIO 
SICORDS 
All you do is rook up the L.C. number, listed in 
numerical order, and refer to the corresponding 
issue, page and column in the N.U.C. rt you can't 
find the L.C. number in our index in 20 seconds, it 
means the Library of Congress hasn't prepared a 
card yet, and you can end your search. 
With the Lisco L.C. card number index library 
technicians can perform the searching functions now 
done by catalogers, resulting in more efficient use of 
your library personnel. 
The Lisco system enables you to decrease the 
time per search up to 90°/o, thereby increasing the 
overall performance of all other I ibrary operations 
(departments). 
Cost of a twelve month subscription is only $300. 
Order yours today and capitalize on this valuable 
time saving device. 
~LISCO 
2464 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 
Tel. {617) 868-0500 
r- ------------------
We are interested in the Lisco system for 
searching the N.U.C. Please send catalog 
and full details. 
Name ____________________________ __ 
Library-----------------------
Address------------------------
Cily ______ State ____ _ 
G.K. Hall 
Announces 
aNew 
Service 
for 
Libraries ... 
Computext 
Book 
Guides 
cmJ 
G.I~HALL&CO. 
THE BOOK GUIDES 
70 Lincoln Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
02111 
Providing monthly guides to all English language and 
French language monographs and new serial titles ac-
quired by The Library of Congress in the following sub-
ject areas: 
• BUSINESS & ECONOMICS • LAW 
• CONFERENCE PUBUCATIONS • MEDICINE 
• GOVE__RNMENT PUBUCATIONS • TECHNOLOGY 
Current Access 
Librarians, academicians and professional people with 
interests in any or all of these fields will now have 
current access to all books and serials cataloged by The 
Library of Congress as they are · provided via the LC 
MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging) computer tape 
distribution system. 
Bibliographic Information 
Complete Library of Congress bibliographic information 
is provided for each title in a main entry arrangement. 
Further access is provided, in additional listings, by Area 
Studies, CIP (Cataloging In Publication) and Series entries. 
Furthermore, a Subject Index and cumulating Title Index 
to all entries are provided. 
Monthly Publication 
The Guides will be published separately for each subject 
area, in 12 monthly issues plus in annual cumulations. 
Publication of each of the Guides will commence with 
January 1974 issues, except for the Law Book Guide which 
commenced publication in January 1973. Monographs in 
languages other than French and English, as well as new 
serial title entries, will be provided as they become inte-
gral parts of the MARC data base. 
Please write now for descriptive material and pricing 
information . You will find this to be a unique monthly 
periodical service offering a comprehensive and current 
bibliography and index for all publications cataloged by 
The Library of Congress in these areas of specialization. 
COMPLETE TRANSCRIPTS OF CONGRESSIONAL PUBLIC HEARINGS 
TELEVISED MAY THROUGH SEPTEMBER, 1973; WATERGATE INVESTIGATION 
IN 8 VOLUMES. 
Special Subscription Offer in both 
Clothbound and Paperbound editions 
TO: 
"IUIH l ... h .... IIH 1•111HSS 
Dept. CR • 111 Leslie St. • Dallas, Texas 75207 
Please send: 
CLOTHBOUND 
Unabridged 
0 $37 .20 net for oil 8 vols . 
@$4.65 net per vol. 
(retail $49.60 set) 
check one of the following: 
_ Ship eo . vol. as issued, 
order direct Leslie Press 
only. (Immediate shipment 
vol. 1 .') 
_ Hold and ship full set when 
available 
Please send: 
PAPERBOUND 
Unabridged 
0 $24.00 net for all 8 vols. 
@ $3.00 net per vol. 
(retail $32 .00 set) 
check one of the following : 
_ Ship eo . vol. as issued, 
order direct Leslie Press 
only. (Immediate shipment 
vol. 1 .') 
_ Hold and ship full set when 
available 
Name of organization _______________________ _ 
Title, _________ ____, ________ Address _________ _ 
City State Zip'----
Total amount enclosed $ .Total amount to be billed $·--.,---------
(postpaid if payment enclosed. 
$2 added for postage and handling for each set on charge orders.) 
The story of Auduborrs 
Birds of America 
THE 
DOUBLE ELEPHANT 
FOLIO by Waldemar H. Fries 
The story of John James Audubon is well known and extensively docu-
mented. Yet surprisingly little has been written about his struggle to 
prepare, print and sell the great work which made him immortal, the 
"double elephant folio" produced at a cost of $1,000.00 each and sold, 
most recently, for $216,000.00 at a London auction. This is the story of 
the creation and sale of the double elephant folio with a census and survey 
on extant complete sets. 
Much of author Fries' information has never before been recorded. The 
Double Elephant Folio is a magnificent gathering of vital facts related 
with warmth and talent. Exquisitely and amply illustrated. 
~ 
Cloth ISBN 0-8389-0103-4 
Pre-publication price $35.00 
After February 1, 197 4 $45.00 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 East Huron Street • Chicago, Illinois 60611 
WJ-IAT DO TJ-IE EXPERTS 
SAY?·:· 
The most recent book on library acqlJisition, *Stephen Ford's The 
Acquisition of Library Materials, 1973, makes some specific statements 
about what should be expected from jobbers or wholesalers. Here are 
some of the key points he makes: 
• wholesalers/ jobbers should be able to supply any book in 
print including trade, text and technical titles. 
• they should be expected to supply recent books within 60 days 
and other in print books in 90 days to 120 days for older titles. 
• timely, accurate status reports and special invoicing require-
ments should be met. 
• book acquisition for libraries should be his primary business. 
• he should have a stock of new books appropriate to libraries 
he serves. 
We agree. In fact, the Book House exceeds these expectations 
consistently. 
We do better because we try harder . We call it "Concerned Ser-
vice" - a dedication by our entire trained and competent staff to see 
that every customer gets personal service and that every effort to 
serve quickly and accurately is made. 
Why not see what "Concerned Service" can do for you with a trial 
order right now! 
ANY QUESTIONS? CALL 517-849-9361 
let us know if you want to receive our newsletter. 
The House of Superior Library Service 
208 West Chicago Jonesville, Mich. 49250 
Rise above 
the paperwork. 
Richard Abel Company 
has a plan. . 
Richard Abel Company has a proven approval 
plan that has freed hundreds of libraries from 
the massive detail it takes to select books. And 
we'd like to do the same for you. We'll free you 
from checking dozens of I ists, catalogs and 
reviews, cross checking, verifying, correspond-
ing, arguing, re-verifying, processing hundreds 
of individual orders, invoices and writing a 
multitude of payment checks to a multitude of 
book sellers. Here's what you get with the free 
Richard Abel Approval. Program (RAAP): 
1. The Abel Company works with you. You tell 
us tbe subjects, publishers, and non-subject 
parameters such as the academic level, 
language, format, type of publishers, etc. We do 
the gathering. You do the selecting. 
2. More options than any service offered on the 
market today. 
3. A greater range of subjects and non-subject 
parameters to choose from, which gives you 
greater control of the collection completeness 
you desire. 
4. We tailor approval plans to fit the needs of 
large or small libraries. 
5. Service that covers more pub I is hers faster 
than any other approval plan available. 
6. The only approval plan with world-wide 
coverage. 
7. The services of many experienced subject 
and language specialists. 
8. Approval books 6 to 12 months ahead of 
reviews. 
9. There are no orders to write and you only pay 
for the books you decide to keep. 
10. The approval plan is compatible with the 
Richard Abel Standing Order Plan and elimi-
nates duplication. 
If you would like to eliminate most of your 
paperwork, take advantage of a fully integrated 
standing order service for over 35,000 series, 
and have time for more effective decision 
making, just mail the coupon or call your nearest 
Abel rep about the Richard Abel Approval Plan 
and let's RAAP Phone: 800-54 7-3551 Toll Free. 
Let's RAAP 
D Please have your representative see me. 
D Please send more information. 
Name __________________________ __ 
Library~-------------------------
Address, ________________________ ___ 
City /State/Zip, __________________ _ 
Richard Abel & Company, Inc. 
P 0. Box 4245/Portland, Oregon 97208 
(503) 645-3511!Telex 36-0458 
OFFICES IN: Arlington, Tex. • Atlanta, Ga. • Blackwood, N.J. 
Denver, Colo. • Glendale, Cal. • Marion, Ohio • Zion, Ill. 
Waltham, Mass. • Mill Valley. Cal. • Toronto . Canada 
Amsterdam • London • Sydney • Sao Paulo. 
The Power and Form of Emerson's Thought 
By JEFFREY L. DuNCAN. 144 pp.} app.} index. $6.75 
This volume describes and analyzes Emerson's philosophical conceptions of nature, 
society, and the indiv,idual in terms of his basic polarity. In doing so, the author uncovers 
a coherence in Emerson's thought that clarifies the changes, shortcomings, and contradic-
tions that occur in the philosopher's prose. The author supports the argument that, 
while Emerson's basic organic principle is one of polarity, his ideas have a fundamental 
relatedness and his thoughts an underlying unity. Duncan takes Emerson at face value. 
He believes that only by taking Emerson's ideas literally, can the reader understand their 
structure and relation~ 
Shakespeare's Pagan World 
The Roman Tragedies 
By J. L. SIMMONS, Tulane University. 204 pp. (tnt.), index. $8.75 
Shakespeare's Pagan World maintains that the poet's conception of the Roman world 
and its place in history inspired a distinctive kind of tragedy in julius Caesar, Antor.y 
and Cleopatra, and Coriolanus. The three plays have a common Roman setting. Each is 
derived from Plutarch, and each presents a tragic conflict between the individual and 
the state. More important, however, is the pagan environment out of which each tragedy 
arises. Seeing Rome in the light of Christian historiography, Shakespeare represents the 
empire as a pagan world in which protagonists heroically aspire to realize a vision of 
perfection in an imperfect world. The tragedies occur when the hero tries and fails to 
translate his idealistic vision into reality. Simmons convincingly concludes that the 
antedating of Christian revelation is the most significant historical factor in the Roman 
plays and that Shakespeare conceived the ironies and the tragedies of his pagan world 
in this larger comic perspective. 
An Annotated Bibliography of 
Jane Austen Studies, 1952-1972 
By BARRY RoTH, Ohio University and JoEL WEINSHEIMER, Texas Technological Univer-
sity. ix} 272 pp.} indexes. (Bibliographical Society) $7.50 
This bibliography includes all publications first issued during this time along with other 
material published before 1952 but considered valuable enough to be reprinted. So 
much Austen criticism has been written in the last twenty years that this bibliography 
meets the need for a convenient, usable tool for locating and summarizing the wealth of 
scholarship available. The bibliography includes all books, essays, articles, and doctoral 
dissertations on Auste.n and all critical matter appended to every edition of her works 
in English and in selected translations, as well as significant mentions of Austen and her 
work elsewhere. All entries are annotated. This comprehensive work is an indispen-
sable one for all Austen students. 
University Press of Virginia 
Box 3608 University Station 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903 
"Dozens of data bases! Millions of bibliographic records! Billions of characters 
of storage! On-line! Immediate! Cheap! ~ffortless!" 
How many times have you heard this? And, how many times have you been 
suspicious of the claims? They sound too good to be true. And, unfortunately 
they usually are. 
We at System Development Corporation don't put much stock in promises. We 
just tell the facts as they are. 
LIKE: We've been providing on-line access to large bibliographic data bases 
since 1965. 
LIKE: Every day we offer 1,100,000 chemical literature records, 450,000 
medical literature records, 430,000 agricultural literature records, 
150,000 education literature records, and 10,000 business/finance 
I iterature records. 
LIKE: We have customers throughout the U.S., many of them using local 
telephone numbers to access the SOC Computer Center. 
LIKE: We have served more on-line users than any other commercial organi -
zation in the world. 
Contact one of our Search Service specialists for more information. You won't 
get promises-just facts. 
System Development Corporation 
Ms. Judy Wanger 
2500 Colorado Avenue 
Santa Monica, California 90406 
(213) 393-9411 
Ms. Linda Rubens 
5827 Columbia Pike 
Falls Church, Va. 22041 
(703) 820-2220 
for less than the price of 
the trip to England. 
Immediate access to our collections of Early English Books is 
better than a sabbatical in Great Britain-although perhaps not as 
much fun. Students and faculty alike will enjoy the benefits of doing 
research from primary sources when they are in your library. 
Our collections include almost all the titles listed by Pollard 
and Redgrave in their "Short-Title Catalogue .. . 1475-1640" 
(STC I), and by Donald Wing in his "Short-Title Catalogue ... 
1641-1700" (STC II). 
Through the cooperation of libraries in Great Britain and the 
United States, we are photographing the titles from these two 
authoritative bibliographies, and making them available to the 
academic community on 35mm roll microfilm and as bound, xero-
graphic copies. Included with the microfilm are guides listing the 
collections' contents by reels, and cumulative cross indexes by STC 
number. 
These primary sources for the study of Tudor and Stuart times 
are issued serially as additional titles are photographed. They are a 
very economical way for your library to increase its holdings 
dramatically-without the need for elaborate storage facilities or an 
increased budget. 
Further information about these collections can be obtained 
from the Series Product Manager, Xerox University Microfilms, 300 
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. 
Xerox University Microfilms 
XEROX 
XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. 
1973-74 
EDITION 
JUST OFF 
THE PRESS! 
"A basic reference 
tool. All libraries 
should have it." 
-RQ* 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATION" 
The Encyclopedia of Associations has tradi-
tionally been consulted first by librarians 
and researchers looking for sources of cur-
rent authoritative information, which asso-ciati~ns are uniquely equipped to provide 
on thousands of subjects. The new, Eighth 
Edition includes some 25,000 changes and 
1 224 new listings. Nearly 12,000 of the 17 886 entries are full descriptions of ac-
tive associations; others are listings for 
inactive or defunct groups, pseudo-organi-
zations, etc. 
*In the Spring, 1973 issue of ~Q, the pre_-
vious edition of the Encyclopedia of Associ-
ations was described and appraised: 
"During the sixteen years since its introduc-
tion in I956, the Encyclopedia of Associations 
has earned its reputation as a cornerstone of 
any sound general reference collection ... 
"Volume 1, the basic volume and the one 
which all libraries should have if the cost of 
all three is overwhelming, is a classified listing 
of, primarily, nonprofit membership organi-
zations of the United States. But included as 
well are selected nonmembership groups, com-
mercial groups, foreign organizations of in-
terest in this country, international associa-
tions with large :U.S. memberships, local 
American organizations of national interest 
and importance, and numerous ad hoc citizen 
groups and projects. The information about 
each association is expressed, usually, in 
seventeen categories. Included are name, ad- · 
dress, number of members, purposes, publica-
tions, chief executive, and phone number if 
supplied by the association. In each of the 
classified sections, such as Educational and . 
Cultural Organizations, the associations ap-
pear in alphabetical order by the principal 
keyword (underlined) in the title. Section 19-
Inac~ive,. Defunct or Foreign Names-is the 
exception to this convenience. However, quick 
access is provided to any organization through 
the general alphabetical/keyword index. 
"Volume 2 provides two additional points 
of access to the associations comprising Vol-
ume I. The Geographic section lists by state and 
city the names, addresses, phone numbers (if 
supplied), and executives of the organizations. 
The Executive section lists by surname the 
executives cited in Volume 1, together with 
appropriate association, title, and address ... 
"Volume 3 ... is especially important in an 
age of proliferating ideas, problems, and 
grievances, around which people cluster in 
organizations to decide upon courses of action 
and methods of redress. 'New Associations 
and Projects,' or NAP, thus supplements 
information in Volume I by listing in the 
same format and with the same detail all new 
associations called to the attention of the 
publisher between editions of the basic 
volume ... 
"In a word, the Encyclopedia of Associations 
is a bask reference tool. All libraries should 
have it. It can be very useful, too, in the area 
of technical services, giving acquisitions de-
partments current information on publications 
and mailing addresses of associations. Cata-
loging departments may find both the existence 
and the form of a particular association help-
(ul in determining the form of entry of corpo-
rate bodies ... " 
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS 
IS AVAILABLE ON 30-DAY APPROVAL 
Vol. 1, National Organizations of the United States 
_(1546pp.), $45.00 
Vol. 2, Geographic-Executive Index (512pp.), $28.50 
Vol. 3, New Associations and Projects. 
Inter-edition subscription, $48.00 
&ALE RESEARCH COMPANY 
BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICH. 48226 
